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EASTERN GRADUATE

Thinks Reception Room is
Basement of Burnam Hall
is Best Courting Place

MAROONS WIN JDRAMA GROUP
FROM CENTRE TO GIVE PLAY
Eastern Basketeers Avenge
Defeat Suffered Earlier at
Hands of Colonel*

NUMBERS

MAROON MENTOR

Little Theatre Club to Present
Play by French Writer
on French Social Life

COMIC OPERA
HERE FEB. 12
'The Barber of Seville" to be
Presented by Talented
Artists

Two Centre basketball teams in- STAGED
IN
MARCH
MISS PASSEMORE IN LEAD
vaded Richmond last night and
when the tumult and the shouting
The Little Theater Club, dramatic
I found one of the finest places
had died, the Colonels and LieuThe comic opera. The Barber of
tenants departed, both vanquished organization of the campus, has
Seville, is to be sung here,
to do some real honest-to-goodness
by the superior play of their East- Just completed a cast for the chief
ruary 12.
courtln—real sparkln, doncha know
em State Teachers College oppo- characters of the play to be given
Rossini, the famous
—Just a few days ago. I was menents.
wrote many other worksT^IBe reby
them
.during
the
first
week
in
anderln around over here at BurThe Maroons got sweet revenge March. The play, "Art of Being
quiring years In their composition,
by a 28 to 16 score for the ques- Bored," by Eduard Pailleron, is a
but of the entire list "The Barber
nam ball a few afternoons ago and
tionable victory of the Colonels over comic satire on French social life.
of Seville" tops them all In popuwandered Into the basement of the
larity. It abounds with tunes, and
the Hughes five earlier in the sea- Pailleron is known as one of the
hall. Along over Just oack of the
has about everything in it one
son. There was no question in the best French dramatists of the ninecafe there is a great long like room
could desire for an enjoyable eveminds of any who saw the cavort- teenth century. One of the pecuthat has been all fixed up for re- Miss Edna Kelly graduated with ing Colonels held to a lone field
ning.
larlties
of
the
play
is
the
fact
that
ceptions and the like. You know, the class of '29. While still in goal during the first half and then
It seems that Rossini was a most
if I had had my monlcaL spats, school she passed the civil service swamped under an avalanche "of instead of a leading character there
liberal "borrower" when he wrote
are
some
five
or
six.
Frances
walking stick, silk hat and were not examination in Lexington qualify- goals In the second canto as to
"The Barber of Seville." The most
Mason, who will be remembered for
Scotch-Irish, I would hare been an ing her for federal work. Shortly which team was superior.
beautiful overture to this opera,
COACH TURKEY HUGHES
irngHnhmnn you understand, I after her graduation she was ap- The Little Maroons Made It two her excellent work in "The Brat"
which is so well known, was borA
year
ago
Charles
T.
(Turkey)
hadn't more than stuck my head in pointed to a position as teacher of straight over the Lieutenants by and some fine character acting in Hughes was elected head coach of rowed from an opera called "Aurethe door till some sweet young co- home economics in the federal re- taking a 33 to 35 victory in a ragged "Icebound," will take the part of Eastern Kentucky State Teachers Hana" and "Bertha's Air" was suged grabbed me and ushered me rite formatory for women at Alderson, exhibition, with the locals showing Suzanne. Georgia McOlosson will College. A few nights ago his gested by a Russian melody, and
do the part of the Dutchess of Vllinto the kitchen. Now I didn't W. Va.
first eight measures are taken
much the best form, even though lers. Robert Davidson will take the basketball team celebrated the first the
from Haydn's "The Seasons," the
mind that one bit. When I got—
they failed to function as a well- part of Rodger de Ceran. Jack anniversary of his election by win- part
being called "Simon's Ah."
or better, when she got me—in
oiled machine should. In the pre- Bayer, who will be remembered for ning their fifth consecutive S. I. Although
liberal "borrower"
there another co-ed passed the tea
vious encounter at Danville the his excellent work in "Icebound" as A. A. game and their seventh vic- Rossini wrotea two
of the greatest
—hence the narrow escape from beLittle Maroons took a close decision well as a number of plays while still tory of the season.
songs known in musical literature
ing an ff"g»«h""«" That was a
Not
only
a
definite
improvement
in an overtime period.
in high school, will take the part of
for this opera. "Una voce poco fa"
rite cute little kitchen, stove, ice
By winning last night the Ma- Bellac, one of the three male leads. in athletics, but a decided improve- has long been one of the greatest
box, kitchen cabinet and everyroons continued their policy of win- Tommy Bennett, known about ment in school spirit has been ac- favorites with coloratura sopranos.
thing. And, doncha know, a rollin
complished since Hughes' arrival.
ning one and then losing one, a
pin. As soon as I spied that piece Miss Sarah Land, Eastern policy Inaugurated against Louis1 Richmond and Eastern for his vocal Even the football team, which was "Largo Al Factotum," the famous
baritone solo, is considered by many
ability,
will
carry
the
part
of
Paulo
of equipment I was for making exStudent, vjjfamed Supply ville on January 17 and continued Ramonde, an ambitious young hus- defeated by good-sized scores, was to
be the'greatest baritone number
cuses and gettin out and at the
Teacher
in
City
School
without interruption since, so far as band. Other students who will given more support by the student ever written.
same time wishln Will Rogers and
S. I. A. A. games are concerned. have parts in the play are Margery body than ever before, and encourThis opera, popular for Its c-mhis gang of disarmament lads had
In order not to break the continu- Hieronymous, Louise Rutledge, Har- aged by the success of the basket- edy and beautiful melodies, was a
The
Richmond
board
of
educastarted at home on this "no war
ball
team
all
Richmond
is
becomity the Berea Mountaineers will
favorite for more than a half censtuff." But—I guess one of the tion this morning announced the take the decision when they meet vey Blanton and Jesse Hagan.
ing more cooperative with the local tury before the famous Gilbert and
young ladles saw I was a little shy appointment of Miss Sarah Land. the Maroons here Saturday night. a short one-hand shot and Insko Institution.
Sullivan operas were heard of, and
of that instrument—one of the co- of Cynthlana, to a position as sup- The most unusual feature of the fouled May, who hit one and misslong before either of those two
ply
teacher
at
Madison
High
eds hastened to explain that a note
composer's fathers were born. It
game last night was the failure of ed one, to bring the score to EastSchool.
The
employment
of
anof special instructions had been
has survived more than a centry.
Wilson, elongated center for Cen- ern 7, Centre 5. Zelda Hale again
other
teacher
was
made
necessary
given with the pin askin and Inand is still one of the greatest fa
tre, to garner a single point. When
in a long one and Triplett
structs that it was to be used for by the constantly increasing enroll- the Maroons played in Danville the looped
vorites in musical literature.
looped
a
perfect
one
In
from
the
ment
in
the
lower
grades
of
the
making break and not knots. Then
The Barber of Seville is a comic
said Wilson climbed all over Ben foul circle. Melton got one from
school
out there in the front room, by the
opera in two acts. It was written In
Adams to tip in enough goals to over in the comer to make the score
Miss
Land
has
been
a
student
at
fireplace. It was Just too nice for
amazingly short time of thirgather eleven points. Last night,
13, Centre 5.
Accident and Sickness May the
words. Some thoughtful soul had Eastern Kentucky State Teachers with an impartial and efficient ref- Eastern
teen
days. Its first presentation was
Grabruck
got
thru
for
a
short
College since the fall of 1028. She
Keep
Eastern
Stars
Out
rolled In the logs and built a fire. has
in
Rome
February 5, 1816; the nrs'
eree
calling
'em,
Ben
covered
Wilshot
and
Bravard.
who
replaced
been assigned to the first grade,
That made It so home like, doncha which
New York production November 29
of Game
son so completely that it was few I May, was fouled by Insko and bit
was
formerly
taught
by
Miss
1825.
know. Then scattered around over
Vivian Tribble. Miss Tribble has chances he had for shots, tip-in or it. Centre took time out. Herman
The plot is very simple. The
the room were some card tables been
otherwise. The first time he tried Hale replaced Insko. May replaced
transferred
to
the
second
and
where out might play bridge-and third grades to take care of the to use Ben for a step ladder Mr. Bravard. Zelda fouled Grabruck For the first time this season In- Count Almavtva loves Roslna, the
Incidentally discuss the "topics' of overflow In two sections of these Bray, the referee, promptly called a and he hit It. Eastern 13, Centre 9. juries and illness have take* their rich ward of Dr. Bartolo, a crusty
the day, If one's neighbor is a grades.
foul on him and from then on he May fouled Melton and he hit it. toll and the Eastern Kentucky old bachelor who secretly wishes to
"topic." Then I found two tables The enrollment in the first three abandoned the style of play which Shearer fouled Zelda and he miss- State Teachers College Maroons marry her himself. Almavlva perfind themselves facing the final suades the village barber, Figaro, to
with some magazines on them. :
of the school has become he is allowed to use by Mr. Winters ed. H. Hale got a field goal. Adams three games of the season with a arrange a meeting for him, and
am gettin sorta leery of the young grades
on the Danville floor.
fouled
May
shooting
and
he
hit
two
unusually
heavy
and
more
than
100
gains entrance to the house disco-eds. Cause, on one table you children were enrolled in the two Last night's victory may prove to make It Eastern 16, Centre 11. team weakened by accident.
could find nothln but the "Lady's divisions taught by Miss Geneva costly to the Maroons, for Henry Grabruck got a field goal to creep The Maroons, having won eight guised as a dragoon, but it arrested
Home Journal.'* On the other, "Mc- McCarthy and Miss Norma Dykes. Triplett, back guard, and the only within three points of the Maroons. games and lost three, face three by the guardian.
Call's" or some other magazine of Twenty-five of these children have veteran on the first team, dislocat- It was at this point that the Ma- teams within the next ten days and Not discouraged, he returns, preon the result of these games will tending to be a substitute for RoInterest to women only. I would
ed his left shoulder a few minutes roons turned on. Triplett hit -a depend the chance of the Hugnes sina's music teacher, who, he says,
suggest that they add "Good been assigned to OMiss Tribble.
before the game ended. Just how long field goal and on the next play coached quintette to finish the sea- is ill The appearance of the real
Housekeeping" to that list. No, no
serious this will prove is problem- or so was hurt and Insko replaced son with a good enough record to Don Basilio spoils the plan, and the
■lam on the way the house was
atical, but it is sure that the Joint him. Melton hit a short one from merit an invitation to the 8. L A. Count retreats a second time, but
kept, Just merely a suggestion since
will remain sore for some time and the floor. Adams started his Can- A. tournament to be held in Jack- not before he has arranged a plan
they seem to want to impress the
Trip stands little chance of playing Creek break down the center of the son, Miss.
for elopement.
young men of the place. Then there
in the Berea game Saturday night. floor and got away for a crip. WilThe
Berea
Mountaineers,
a
team
Dr. Bartolo finally arouses Rowere several kinds of seats scatterTriplett played one of the best son fouled Adams and he hit it that seems to have finally hit its sina's Jealousy by pretending that
ed around about the place. Some
games
of
his
career
last
night.
Melton hit a field goal. Gibson, stride, will furnish the opposition the Count loves another. She promsingle sealers and some double After educating the Western During the first half of the game who had replaced Wilson, fouled here Saturday night. Next Tuesday ised to forget him and marry her
seaters. And, by the way, rite on Hllltoppers in the art of basketball last night the Maroons covered the Adams and he missed one and hit night the Maroons Journey to guardian. When the time for the
one of the double seaters was a playing Saturday nlgnt, the East- visitors completely, allowing them one. Melton fouled Shearer and Georgetown for a return engage- elopement arrives, she meets the
young lady all by herself, till I got ern Maroons took on some educa- only one field goal, but the locals Coach Turkey Hughes substituted ment with the Tigers and on Sat- Count, intending to reproach him,
there, and I wouldn't object to sit- tional sightseeing on their own were missing many shots and when for all his first team who were still urday night of next week the Ken- but he convinces her of the treachin by her any day. Some of the hook yesterday and during the re- the first 20-minute playing period In. Shearer hit the foul and after tucky Wesleyan Panthers will seek ery of Bartolo. The lovers are marchairs are of steel, guess they ditto t turn trip from Bowling Green vis- had ended were only five points to several minutes of play Bravard got revenge for the early season de- ried by a notary, Just as Bartolo
want a fellow to stay too long. But ited several historic spots that none the good, having made three field a field goal Fryman got a field feat at the hands of Eastern.
arrives with officers to arrest the
I will f Ml 'em Next time I go will of them had ever seen before.
Henry Triplett, veteran back- Count. This is one of the few grand
goals and one of three four shots. goal as the period ended but the
-take a cushion with me. Then O. M. Canfleld, in whose bus the The half ended with the score 7 to whistle had blown a second or so guard, suffered a recurrence of an operas In which "every one lives
old shoulder Injury in the final happy ever after."
some are old fashion like, made of long trip to Bowling Green was 3.
before the shot was made.
minutes of the Centre game here The part of the hero, Count Alhistory poles and a seat of fc'ckory made, planned the activities of the In the second half the Maroons The lineup and summary:
last night and it is entirely possible mavlva, Is sung by Rhys-Rees Morbark and everything. Then thens day and when the ten players, sacrificed some of their defense for
Eastern
(28)
some reed chairs, Just nearly any Coach Turkey Hughes, Manager more offense and drove for the Player
Poa, FG FT FM PF TP that he will see little more action gan. He is a celebrated Welsh tenor
Cy
Waldrop,
Public
Relations
Counthis season. It is practically ob- and has sung in person before the
basket. During the early minutes Melton
kind you want
F.
5 3 1 1 11 tain
that he will not see action King of England.
Several of the various organiza- sel Fred Dial and James A. Miller of the period the Maroons were still H. Hale
F.
10
0
0
3
reached Richmond they gave a missing many shots, but when they
against Berea and Insko will prob- Henrit Scott stags the part of
tions as well as many of the Indi- unanimous
Adams
C.
15
3
15
vote of thanks to the
start at auard in his place.
Don Basilio, the music master. He
viduals about the campus have director of the
got going they made five field goals Z. Adams O.
3 10 14 ably
tour.
Herman Haie Has been suffering is undoubtedly the greatest stager
given one thing and another till Leaving Bowling
and
two
foul
shots
before
permitTriplett
G.
3 10 0 6 from a severe cold for nearly two Philadelphia has produced since
Green early yesthe place is pretty well equipped.
G.
0 0 0 3 0
terday morning the first stop was ting the Colonels to score again. Insko
and the cold seems to have David Bishpham, and has sung in
You know I said somethln about made
F.
0 0 0 0 0 weeks
at the new entrance to Mam- The play by play account of the Lea
finally got the better of him. Last grand opera not only in Europe but
beta leery of the young ladles of moth Cave. A short trip through game:
Spurlock F.
0 0 0 0 0 night he played part of the game at three of the foremost opera
Burnam Just a little ways back. the cave allowed the boys to see Wilson fouled Melton, who miss- Corhett
C 0 0 0 0 0 while his temperature was consid- houses in the United States, MetroWell, after spendin an enjoyable Frozen Niagara, King Tut's tomb ed. Melton hit a short shot from Fryman
G.
0 0 0 0 0 erably above normal and this politan of New York, Chicago Ophalf hour In the reception hall that and numerous other sights of the the field. Staley fou'ed Adams as
morning he was said to be threat- era, and the Manhattan. He is
afternoon I went on into the cafe marvelous cavern.
Totals .... 13 9 4 5 28 ened with even worse than a mere probably one of the best known of
shot. Ben hit one and missed
and had a bite to eat and after Lincoln's birthplace near Hodg- he
Centre (16)
one. May connected with a short
cold. At any rate he may not get our American singers, having apthat I was up in the parlor of Bur- envllle was the second stop and al- shot. May fouled Triplett, who May
F.
3 4 3 3 7 to play against the Mountaineers peared In exactly 179. cities of the
nam and rite there on the desk though a wait of some half an hour missed. Triplett hit a short shot Brabruck F.
3 110 6 and if he does play can hardly last United States and Canada. He has
was some sort of a paper on "What was made to allow the caretaker to from the field for two points. Wilson
c.
0 0 0 3 0 throughout the entire game.
sung many times with such well
Makes a Happy Marriage." Rite finish his dinner all were greatly After several minutes of play with- Shearer
G.
0 1111
Just who Coach Turkey Hughes known artists as Mary Garden,
shortly after seeta that I adjourn- pleased at being allowed to see the out either side'scoring, Zelda Hale Staley
G.
0 0 0 10 will use to replace the minute Schumann-Heink and the mighty
ed, cause I never could discuss a tiny cabin in which the great hit a long one to make the score Bravard
F.
1110 3 mountaineer from Carr Creek pre- Caruso.
American was born.
subject like that.
C.
0 0 0 10 sents a problem that only Hughes Melvena Passmore will stag the
Eastern 7, Centre 4. Insko went In Gibson
Was lookta the new auditorium The last place of historic inter- for Herman Hale, who is slightly
can solve. It Is probable that Hen- part of the heroine, Roslna. She
over the other day and find that it est visited was the St Joseph's under the weather. The half endTotals .... 5 7 6 7 16 ry Spurlock, who Is" considered a spent three years in Vienna studyCatholic
church,
formerly
cathedral,
will soon be done. You know I am
Referee: Bray, Cincinnati, St. long shot artist, will get the call. ing, then returned to New York,
ed a short time later.
goin to like those seats. Who at Bardstown, where the most valu- May started the second half with Xavier.
Spurlock has not seen much acion where she studied with Oscar Saenwouldn't, though, with all that up- able collection of oil paintings in
this year but has played very good ger, the illustrious coach. She has
holstered affair. One of the things Kentucky is hung. Several of these
ball when the occasion demanded it. been engaged by the Cincinnati OpAll three of the teams that East- era Company, the Boston Opera
I am goin to like most, though, is masterpieces are said to be the gift
ern has yet to play have been de- Company, the Philadelphia Opera,
the clock. You see, a clock will be of Louis Phlllipe, king of France.
feated by the Maroons already this and the Chicago Civic Opera. Othplaced on the front of the balcony
season, and consequently will be out er performances were at Berlin,
rite in front of the speaker till he it Just looks so natural like you
to revenge the defeat. The Berea; Vienna, Budapest, Dresden, Amcan see it without undue trouble. know.
quintette succumbed by a 33 to 29 sterdam and countless mailer opThen there won't be any excuse for I guess you have found out that
score; Georgetown was nosed out by era companies the world over.
hhn—or her—to be talkta longer it is a new semester by now. Well
a 20 to 19 count in the final secThe title role of Figaro, the barthan he is supposed to. There a I have, principally because of the
onds of play and Wesleyan fell by ber, will be sung by one of the fingood deal of color In the buldin great number of couples around
a 25 to 16 score after leading at the est baritones of the day, Mr. Willtoo. Those interior decorators sure about the campus now. Some new
half 11 to 7.
iam Phillips, of Chicago. His musiknew then- stuff. Away up over ones but most of them old ones reShould the Maroons win their cal education was begun in bis colthe stage down front you may see— united. Any way. we should dig In
battles with both Berea and the lege days, and augmented by priIf you will look—a shield bearta the and get started rite of f on the right
Tigers it is likely that their final vate lessons with Chicago's famous
seal of the state of Kentucky—in foot and the upper side up sos we
game
with Wesleyan will decide the operatic coach, Herman Devries.
case you dont recognize it Guess will be sailta rite along about the
second
place in the state s. I. A. Then came a year in Paris and
you will notice the men on that last of May. You know I hadn't
A. race, conceding that the Univer- Lonon, where he studied with Osshield are wearta red neckties. No, thought much about it till the last
sity of Louisville Cardinals, who do car Beagle. In London he studied
Mall not because some of the boys week or so, but I made out my last
not meet Wesleyan, will finish the with Allen Gill.
around here have been wearta schedule a few days ago. The
season with ony one loss, which apHoward Carman, who appears as
eighth
one.
Eight
consecutive
them. Guess if their coats were
pears likely at this time.
Florillo, was once a tool dresser.
unbuttoned till you could see you schedules. Not been so long, but
A light drill was held this after- From the song of the anvil to the
would find that they are wearta you know I like this place, it's home
noon by the Maroons In prepara- song of the tenor hero on the stage
white vests too. For fear you might to toe. Tea, I want to get thru,
tion for the Mountaineers. The he made the change In two short
want to be crawlta around up in but, but you know—well, I tell you
r
Eastern Frosh will meet the Sue years.
It
Just
sorta
makes
one
feel
a
little
those holes under the balcony 1
Bennett College quintette of Lon"The Barber of Seville" is prodon in a preliminary encounter, duced by Clarence E. Cramer of
might as well tell you that there sad when they stop and really think
starting at 7 o'clock.
are ninety lights in each of those about the whole thing. You know,
Chicago.
O
holes in three colors, white, blue, one havin to leave so many friends,
i
O
i
1Monday was the last day students
Csach "Turkey" Hughes has been
and red. That should be plenty genuine good ones. To me it is
could enroll for a full load. At driving his Maroon, basketball playUght on the subject About the preparin to leave home, and I Just
that time approximately eight hun- ers at a fast clip for the past few
only objection I have to the cur- sorta regret that its so For four
dred college students had enrolled days to keep them in shape for
tain is the fact, since it is to be a years I have been busy. Yes,, they
and more than 125 normal school their final sessions before the state
reproduction of the old Fort have been hard ones, but mighty
Coach Hughes has
Boonesboro scene, that every time I pleasant After all, its a great old
Front—Bill Melton and Henry Triplett Back row; H. L Spuilock students. The college enrollment is tournament.
the largest in the history of the given Eastern the strongest team in
go in there I will be lookta to see Ufa.
.■ --.
the history of the school.
—THE PROWLER, i and Virgil Fryman.
school for the second semester.
If Z have my rifle and tomyhawk.
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MODERN BEAUTY SH0PPE

POET'S CORNER

Some few days ago it was suggested that
all students would be required to reserve a seat
in the new auditorium for all lyceum numbers
for the year, the seats to be reserved at regisration time for the second semester.
The Progress is not in favor of such a plan.
It is granted that the reserving of seats would
add some dignity to such occasions, but with
the seating capacity afforded in the new building it hardly seerps practical to attempt such a
scheme.
It would entail a little extra work but be
more desirable to reserve seats for each program rather than the whole year. • No individual will likely care to be seated in exactly
the same place on all occasions. If seats are
to be reserved it will be found that a little
group will be seated here, another there, and
so on in comparison to the whole space to be
filled and that the seating arrangement will not
be satisfactory at all.
We do not believe in allowing the students
and visitors to wander into just any section of
the building since there will not be enough
people to fill the entire building. Instead, sections should be filled in preference to other sections. Ushers should be used to help the people properly fill those sections.
One practical scheme would be to set aside
a section of the building or possibly one section
on the main floor and one in .the balcony for
the students. That section or those sections
should contain as many seats as there are students enrolled plus ten per cent of that number
to take care of any friends..members of the student body might care to have at some program.
If the faculty cares to be seated among the
students or apart from them it seems that that
could be arranged. They could have their
section.

,'lj

Strictly
Home Cooking

Fredericks & Eugene Methods

Reserving Seats

.

IDEAL CAFE

MARCELLING - FINGER WAVING

Beautify the campus.
k
Better sidewalks to and across the campus.
A stadium In the natural bowl back of the
ggymnaslum.
rA new gymnasium.
More student Jobs.
Student government.
Extension of extra-curricular activities.
-«•
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LIBRARY NOTES

thin ice on a small lake near their;
tnented editorially on the speech. With one
home at Harlan Christmas eve.
accord they praised the speech as scholarly
The story told the Scout execuWELCOME STUDENTS
Tuesdav of enrollment week was tlves was that James Brock, Hiand representative of what one will -find at spent
in Orientation work for new,ram's brother, rushed Into the
students under the direction of house Christmas eve crying that
THE
Eastern.
' ** ". '
Miss Flojd. Some of the most imWhile the Lexington Herald was in accord portant things discussed and dem- Ruth had broken thru the Ice.
While Mrs. Brock searched for a
with the speech as delivered—by President onstrated were: general regulation rope, Hiram wriggled out on the ice
for the use of the library; classifi- and caught his sister's hands to
Donovan it added that in addition to the best cation and arrangement of books; pull her to safety.
« his
, task seemed complete,
uuab
a college has to offer in the way of teaching the-catalogue; special indices; magJust as
indices; how to use the -■ the ice broke, throwing them both
the school must be judged by its graduates azine
brary; reference room and chil*| into the icy lake. Hiram managed
rather than its teachers. The Herald went on drens library. Instruction was glv- to pull his sister to safety, however
en to groups of fifteen, one hour
-Oto say that it was by the graduates success that being allowed to each group.
e
The
library
force
has
been
organ™
constitution
of the Student
one judges the sure merits of the college.
ized and the work is well under way. j Union provides for the placing of Try Our Special Sandwiches
We heartily agree with the Herald that any The library staff consists of:
students in 42 responsible positions?
Home Made Pies and
Mary Floyd, Acting Librarian.
college is as successful as its graduates. But,
Bess Moore, Circulation DepartThe new auditorium will have
Doughnuts (the best)
is Eastern devoid of success, if we are to meas- ment.
two boxes and the stage equipment
Marian
Leatherman,
Instructor
will cost $7,000?
ure her success by that standard?
Library Science, Reference.
2nd "St. Opp. Court House
We might review the work done by some
Elizabeth Simpson, Instructor LiScience, Children's Librarian.
A certain Eastern student danced
of Eastern's students of the last year or so. A brary
Hallle Day Bach, Cataloger.
14 miles in one evening?
little more than a year ago a graduate entered
The part time student assistants
are:
the graduate school of the University of TenLucille Clark, business secretary.
nessee to do work in chemistry. He lead his Allie Gordon Parks, assistant to
cataloger.
,
class and was elected to the faculty of that
Sarah Smith and Jenny Kelly,
"DISTINCTIVE WORK"
university last fall to teach chemistry. This children's room.
and Sarah Smlth
year another graduate is doing work in chem- „&££ JKT
'
istry in the same university and is at the head
Those helping at the desk are:
r L- i
i i
r
r
• Marie Armstrong, Hazel BrcadSPECIALIZING IN PERMANENT WAVING
ot his class. Last year a former Eastern s»u- dus, Julia Goodpaster, Lillian Lea.
Mary
Evelyn
Allen,
Waller
dent won the freshman scholarship in the
Thacker and Wm. Hand.
school of medicine in the University of LouisALICE LAW AND SOPHIE THOMPSON
ville; and another student from this school was
PHONE 354
OVER LANE'S JEWELRY
admitted to the same school this fall, after the
quota had been filled, because of the standing
ESSENCE
of Eastern students in_the university at that This JVKtt St Ytrfof.
time.
An artist's palette with colors mixed
The dean of the Law School of the University of Kentucky says that two of the best law
Students to go out from his department recently
were former students in this college. One of
the graduates of last year is at present a member of Eastern's teaching staff.
The cases sighted above are just a few of
the many that we might list. They are
enough to convince the sober-.thinking person
that Eastern stands for all the things the President Donovan said a college should stand for.
That scholarship is the great goal here and
that those electing to take their degree from
this institution are fortunate.

A few days ago President H. L. Donovan,
then president of the Association of Kentucky
Colleges and Universities, delivered an iddress on "Changing Conception of College
Teaching." Many papers over the Mate com-

Our Latch String Is Always Out
To All Students of Eastern

NOCTURNE
By EXTA WILLIAMS
A tree's long bony arms stuck high
Its skelton against the white
8tretch of a winter moon-swept
night
Church spires pining up the sky.

WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF $2.00 OR MORE OF
ANY ARTICLE IN STOREi

Silence except that a church bell
spoke.
And the crunch of snow beneath
CAMPUS PHILOSOPHER
our feet,
A listening night that was white
If there was as much harmony between men
and sweet,
as there is between the forces of the universe And quiet as any village folk.
war would be obsolete.

SEEK MEDAL . FOR BOY
<&

Any teacher that doesn't have the nerve to Recognition for Hiram Brock, Jr.,
Who Saved Sister, Asked
say, "I don't know," won't admit a mistake, or
accept graciously any reasonable questioning Scout executives of the upper
Cumberland ' area met recently In
of their statements, is not a teacher.
Pineville and recommended a medal i
for Hiram Brock. Jr., 8 year old
of Senator Hiram Brock, deanl
The great thing in our life is not the stand son
of the Kentucky senate, because of;
we take on matters, but the direction we move. the boy's bravery in rescuing his
To reach a measure of success we must sail, sister^Ruth, 9, when she fell thru.
sometimes against the tide, sometimes with it,
but we must sail.
A new semester is just starting. Let's not
mar this new one with marks that we will not
care to look back upon. Let's take advantage
of an early start and come thru with flying
colors along about the last of May.

We heard a new argument against basketball a few days ago. One individual won't
go to see a game in which boys don't wear any
A New Gymnasium
more clothes than they do, according to the
For several months the Progress has carried argument. We have always been under the
in its mast head what it likes to call "The impression that people go to see the boys play.
Progress Platform for Eastern." One of the
several things listed there is "A- New GymnaThe man that made the statement before a
sium."
group of educators in Lexington a few days
A few days ago President Donovan went ago that Eastern has one of the largest Teachbefore the budget commission and asked that ers College libraries in the country adds much
Eastern be given $250,000 to be used in erect- weight to our argument when we claim for
ing a Health building and to repair University Eastern the distinction of being the best
building. Since that lime the commission has Teachers College in the sta»e.
^
recommended lo the legislature, now in session,
that $200,000 of the request be allowed.
A few days ago Mr. Keen Johnson, editor
Within the next few weeks one of the finest of The Richmond Daily Register, devoted a
school auditoriums in the south will be com- long editorial to the needs of a Health buildpleted. This building was erected at the ex- ing at Eastern. Mr. Johnson realizes as no
pense of a gymnasium because it was believed
other single individual of Richmond not conthat an auditorium was needed the most of the
nected with the school can realize just how
two. With the erection of the Health build- badly the building is needed. We appreciing Eastern will have a plant that will be ated his help in telling of the needs of Eastern.
second to none in the state and one that will
fill the needs of the school for several years to •Tis the human touch in this world that counts.
come.
The touch of your hand and mine,
At the present time the general assembly is
Which means far more to the fainting heart
in session at Frankfort. Many of you are acThan shelter and bread and wine.
quainted with members of that body or know
For shelter is gone when the night is o'er.
and have good friends that are acquainted with
And bread lasts only a day.
.members of our law-making body. You will But the^touch of the hand and the sound of the
be doing a service by allowing the members of
voice
the general assembly to know our needs.
Sings on in the soul always.—Free.
When they know them they will be more generous in their acts toward us.
Next Saturday night the Mountaineers of
Be an Eastern booster and help get the Berea College will come over here with the
gymnasium.
'express intent of thrashing our Maroons on
Our Graduates

SU^ttgA'SS*!
skilful finger and guiding thumb.
This is the stuff that I am of:
A slen
der moon and a shooting star,
A sea gull, hoarse, but knowing
where
The roots of a thousand wil songs
are,
Or a violin with the strings gone
dumb.
A

the hardwood court. The Maroons defeated
the Berea boys early in the season for the first
time in thirteen starts. Those chaps say, "they
shall not pass." We believe the same thing.
But let's show the Maroons we do by being at
that game and then allowing them to know we
are there, what you say>

11.00 CARA NOME PERFUME
FREE
*"**■"■

50c Palm Olive Shampoo...__39e
50c Palm Olive Face Cream 39c
50c Woodbury Face Cream 39c
25c Woodbury Face Cream....19c
25c Woodbury Soap,
3 for 57c]
51.00 Coty Face Powder
89c,
65c Ponds Face Creams
59c.
35c Ponds Face Creams
29c:
25c Ponds Face Creams
19c,

$1.00 Size Listerine
89c
50c Size Listerine
...39c
25c Size Listerine
19c
25c Listerine Tooth Paste
19c
50c Ipana Tooth Paste
39c
50c Pepsodcnt Tooth Paste 39c
50c Pebco Tooth Paste
42c
25c Packers Tar Soap
19c
25c Castolay Soap, 2 for
..25c

SHAFFER'S PENS AND PENCILS
HOLLINGSWORTH UNUSUAL CANDIES

PERRY'S DRUG STORE
THE REXALL STORE

Welcome to EASTERN
Welcome to GOLDSMITH'S

ft

Special I
Appare I
Reductions"
Now On!
Smart Silk
Dresses
Higher Type
Silk Dresses
Regular
$1.98 Hats
Regular
$4.95 Hats
Up to $14.75
Fur Trim Coats..
Up. to ,$25.00
Fur Trim Coats. _
Men's All Wool
$6.00 Sweaters.:.
Men's $5.00
Dress Pants

$098

15.95
c

78

$1.88

$r.oo
SO.95

.*3~
$0.95

A

NEW semester!
A new term of
college life to conjure withj New
interests in activities .... in
studies!
But soon when school routine falls into
drab monotonies and studies no longer
hold their interest, you'll find Goldsmiths the one spot in Richmond where
you can perk up your jaded spirits with
New Clothes!

We've always been popular with smart
collegians, and the number who drop in
for first hand fashion information and
a glimpse of the new things, is surprising. '
You can't outwear your welcome at this
store. Whether your merely "looking
around" or purchasing, we're glad to
greet you at all times.
•

: See Our Special
Fashion Displays
for Eastern. Collegians
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Social & IYrsonal Zffi^
seniors were "-£?&*?
very glad to have Dr. S5Sa
ntnh* i-«.. _ wT J7^ ■"«" »x """ 5
mat -«,
moaesty ™
demand * 3
iau

and Mrs. Kennamer present.

«

Oratory Contest
Subjects Given

is conducted by the Better America
a few
first dinner to be given in the new- statements. "Alex" has led his
class
Federation of California Last year
ly-equipped room of Bumam hall by a margin of 7 points in organic
542 colleges and unlversitiea enSeveral of the girls entertained
The Sigma Lambda members
tests. He has finished his
tered the contest. Every college stu- •
with a bridge party last Friday eve- gave a Sigma Lambda snack In the chemistry
work for the year while
dent in America is eligible to comning Uj the recreation roonj of Bur- recreation room Saturday evening laboratory
the others in his . class were " still
pete. The finals wilj be held June
n m
f ™L T^e Present were Fan- j February 1, from 530 to 800 n m working *on the first quarter. He The Progress has been author- 19 at Los Angeles. The entries close
nie
Mae
Castle,
Ada
Hood.
Nellie
'
The Blisses Wlngo and Gibson
to get his subject for his the- ized to make the first announce-! Mar,c.h ? and each coMe«e « «nlPelphrey, Jessie Bell Pletcher. Cal- will entertain their bridge club in hoped
sis
and
"be able to get a good start ment on the Eastern campus of the !*£ should have "'ected its oraloway Taulbee, BUI Hand. George the recreation room Thursday, Feb- before Christmas."
He says he many changes
nges in the regulations of £™,„y„ A£ril.A5; Information conCarroll and Haldon Durr.
ruary 6.
thinks
he
has
been
"lucky"
and
the
1930
National Intercollegiate cerning the dettails of the contest
t
Visit
Miss Vivian Ackley of Ashland, adds "I am enjoying my work to Oratorical Contest on the Consti- may be obtained from P. Caspar
Harvey, Contest Director, Liberty.
MADISON BARBER
The sophomore class will meet Ky has taken the position as post- the fullest extent."
tution which have been announced Mo.
"
during chapel hour Wednesday office girl In Burnam hall for the
by the director of this year-s conSHOP
test.
morning in the recreation room of semester.
B.
F.
Hart,
TO,
is
attendingthe
Miss Loraine Young was called Rush Medical School of the Uni- The ten minute limit has been
The Shop for the Students Burnam hall.
home last week on account of the versity
or Chicago. Thit will be wel- abandoned and a word limit of l -1
GLYNDON BEAUTY
Miss Mabel Pollitt entertained the illness of her father.
come news to many of his friends 500 words has been set. The total
Miss Janette Oabbard spent the who know that his interests have omtun of the prizes remains $5 000
PARLOR
week end In Lexington.
ong been centered in this field. He the lowest prize being raised, how-1
For Eugene Permanent
Miss Pauline Cruse spent the M doing part time teaching in one ever, to $400, but the first prize reweek end at her home In Winches- of the Chicago city high schools. mains at $1,500.
Waves
ter.
cw
Other
former Eastern
boys
who
'
.
:•■."
—~~
iiinHMi
uuyj>
wno
,
"
"
"«
oi
suDjects,
A
new
list
of
subjects,
more
in
Mrs.
D.
L.
Moody in Charge
Miss Wilma Thompson of Bourne spent hours In this same chemistry keeping with the maturity of colPhone
416 Ky., spent the week end at home.
laboratorv
«,~. now1 iege
leffp men
m,n and
o^H women,C'J*.
'
"*"
laboratory with Mr
Mr. rvw
Cox are
has been anMiss Sara Ramey spent the week taking the medical course In the nounced. The 1930 subjects are:
end at her home in Carrollton, Ky University of Louisville. Read the
The Constitution of the United
Miss Flossie Ellis went to Hous- list and see if any of your pals are States.
tonvllle, Ky, for the week end.
there: Donald Mainhart, Thomas
Miss Nora Brashear spent the Ctouse and Russell Pope, of Rlch- Constitutional Ideals.
week end at her home in Irvine "°g»! »■ H. Horton. Monticello; Constitutional Duties.
Ky.
R. R. Evans. Plkevllle; Mr. McCol- Constitutional Aspirations.
Miss Ruby Mayes of Lombard lum, Paris; Wilburn Clifton. Owen- The Constitution and UW Su196 SO. SECOND STREET.
RICHMOND. KY.
Ky, spent the week end at home.
ton; Merwyn Runyon, Pikeville. preme Court.
Miss Marcella Johnson spent the
The Place of Constitutional Law
week end at her home in Georgein American Life.
Orville
Swearingen.
-25,
is
now
town.
he C
principal of the high school at Liv- JF
The
Constitution and National
Miss Loris Davis spent the week ngston. Ky. He plans to nter Mich-; **$?"*■
end at Lexington.
igan University next year to con-' Tne Constitution and ContempoMiss Helen Cornelius spent the tinue his work In medicine. He has "VZ. Executive Practices,
week end at her home in Berea.
studied one year in Baylor Unlver-' -™ Constitution and American
Miss Genevia Renaker of Lexing- sity, Texas, since leaving Eastern I Econ°nuc Policies.
ton spent the week end at home.
•
I Constitutional Incentives to InMiss Gladys Thompson of Brodhead, Ky., spent the week end at
home.
,
—-»— vivijwiiuK
alia
everything and
The Constitution and Interna
Miss Anna McCauley spent the 2L2L?£J*
managing everyone on the campus tional Affair:
"""
week#>d at her home in Cynthi- at
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Eastern. Now we know. He is
ana.
American
Youth
and
the
Consticounty
Judge
of
Wayne
county.
May
tution.
Miss Ruth Reynolds of Stanford
spent the week end at home.
kind to him. we have been hear- The Constitution and Its Found- M. L. THOMPSON
Miss,. Janett Dudderar of Stanford ing reports of great majority vote ers.
spent the week end at home.
popular young man, loyal support This contest was inaugurated and
Miss Elizabeth Humbee of Lex- and other phrases that would gladington spent the week end at home.
Miss Cora Hinkston spent the Po2ticianheart °f ""* a "*«
week end at home in Paris.
Miss Elsie Hensley visited her sis'
iB^ P"*1* Case- '26- 's^ow fin-!1
ter at Berea College the past week tehtag
her
work
for
a
master's
deend.
P rtod coIle
y
^ She writes
Miss Bessie Nantz visited at SS & ? enJoymg
-.
her wor
S, Efwv
k very:
Berea College the past week end.
much but that "it is the workingest
Miss Lucy Mitchell of Paris spent Place she ever saw." This must be
the week end at home.
the reason she likes it there so
Miss Tabitha Tudor, spent the well. As we remember her at EastWhen you order a Corsiige or Cut Flowers from
week end at home in Nicholasville. SZ . ^M ■*■■»" hunting extra
Shearer's you arc sure to receive
Miss Hazel Broaddusof Lancaster things to do to keep her busy Her
spent the week end at home.
Sri^f
^ 1403 Eighteenth
Miss Anna Young spent the week Ave.,
South, Nashville. Tennessee.
end at Crab Orchard, Ky.
Miss Margaret Manning of Cora Jane Harris 2
.wf^
- ' ». k
bin spent the week end at home.
atil nd to
£&♦£ ^
her duties as
Misses
Margaret
Fish,
Cola
Grace
county
school
superintendent
of
"that Last Longer."
Two iplondld qualities millions of
Abney and Virginia Asbury visited Madison county schools after an
| their homefolks at Mt. Vernon last
three months iT0
women know and ask for by number
852V!
>* he?!
week end.
S'f
™ ,to
0180the1 hospital as
Misses Chrysteen Colson and Wil... now presented In the new shades
* ^r
, lie Bogle spent Sunday in Berea. 2PSJL*2£ P ™that
sh about
for Spring.
Mr. E. L. Sumlar, of Harlan, was not h££ 93
the ****
ose thorn M * does
^
n much
the week end guest of Miss Versle u J?h£mm herseU
Richmond's Telegraph Florist
ZAJf a V aCat,on orformuch
°t havTurner.
Sr t^™ .t ; n vears
rest
Members of F. T. D. Ass'n.
ItehM ££
\f ,
- We are deThe committee in charge of fur- i«
. that husiness brings her
often
to
our
campua
nishing the recreation room in the
basement of-Burnam hall gave a
tea last week, Inviting the faculty
and students.
Semi-aheer — pure .ilk — fuU-fajhiond hoM — a greet
The opening of the recreation
room a couple of weeks ago adds
favorite with the younger set became they are so goodvery much to the need for^better
looking and became they enable limited budgets to yield
facilities for entertaining friends of
so many pairs! They wear well, too, because they have mar.
Eastern as well as a place for the
cenzed tops and soles.
students to give entertainments.
The small kitchen has been
equipped with a stove, ice bov, cabl37 Years of Service
DEPARTMENT STORE
Richmond, Ky.
j net arid the other necessary equipment'for preparing refreshments.
STORE CHUCKED FULL OF SPRING MERCHANDISE AT LOW PRICES
The main room has been equipped
with tables for playing cards, reading tables, many chairs and a piano.
-
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SENIORS ENTERTAINED
About twenty-five of the seniors
were entertained at the home of
Margaret Telford Friday evening.
January 31. Several of the seniors
became interested in a ping-pong

>

.

I BYI
BYBEE'S SHOE HOSPITAL
REBUILD SHOES BETTER
Ladies' Work A Specialty

BAXT0RIA
CAFE

Serves the Best
of
Everything
To Eat

J.G.PENNEYGQ

VALENTINE FLOWERSVALENTJNE CARDS

1

QUALITY FLOWERS

SHEARER'S FLOWER SHOP

No. 444...

E. V. ELDER

98c

■ •

No. 449...

A splendid service-weight hose, full-fashioned, of count,
and with a mercerized top which assures satisfactory weaf.
This heavier weight is usually preferred by older women,
and by those who seek a good-looking stocking that ft
really serviceable. Outstanding at

$1.49
Smart Women Are Buying

RAYON UNDERWEAR
Becauset
It's appealingly dainty, and radiantly lovely in colorings!

Because!
It fits so smoothly under the
sheerest of frocks I

Because:
Its long-wearing quality
and" practicality make it
thrifty I

Mrs. Lena Reynolds, member of
the senior class, was sent by officials of Eastern to take the place of
one of the Training School teachers
at Morehead Teachers College for a
few days while the regular teacher
was recovering from a fractured
ankle.
Mrs. Reynolds entered Eastern
last fall and expects to graduate at
the end of the summer school. She
did her practice teaching in the
Training School last semester and
is reported to have made one of the
best records ever made by a student
teacher here.

ALUMNI COLUMN
Chester Alexander, B. 8. "29, received a scholarship to the University of Tennessee where he is now
doing graduaate work in chemistry.
A letter came to Mr. Cox In November, saying: "I am sure you are
interested In knowing Just how your
students measure up with students
from various parts of the country."
We, too, are interested in knowing
this same thing so Mr. Cox has
given us permission to use parts of
the letter for publication.
The science department at Eastern claims many alumni whose future work may not follow the routine of the regular classroom teacher but will be educational In the
field of health. Mr. Cox always follows with great interest his chemistry majors.
Without the prefaced introduc-

SPECIAL
ATTENTION

And Became:

TO
STUDENT'S LAUNDRY

At J. C. Penney's this lovely quality is priced so very

low I

Vesta
Bloomers

49

MADISON
LAUNDRY
acb

LEAVE LAUNDRY AT
POST OFFICE -~^.

**U
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SPRING APPAREL EVENT
A

FASHION

EVENT

COMBINED

WITH

"h lelSilored
' .J-U-I«T
Several Smart Versions Await
Your Approval!

The woman or miss who is first
to wear the new Spring tailored
Suits will be soncpicuous for
their smartness.
With flared peplum, youthfully briel . . . with fingertip tailored Jacket . . . made of tweeds,
covert end plain soft woolens . . .
beautifully tailored ... black and
spring colors. Blouses to match
S5.00. The suits

$24.50
READY TOMORROW
A Spectacular Spring
Event

New Spring
COATS
In The New Fabrics and New
Silhouettes
Be first to wear your new Spring
Coat . . . and buy it at Bupxat,
saving in this event. It is indeed unusual to have the New
Paris models at such an advance
date . . . and to obtain them at
this low price Is remarkable.
Every fashion accepted silhouette
... Every smart 8pring fabric ...
every new trick of cape scarf,
fur treatment and tailoring is
represented. Your choice of
plenty of styles.

$15.00
Others up to $35.00

ECONOMY
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MAR0ONFR0SH
FIVE VICTORS

..

times and played'* good defensive
game.
.„
The Little Maroons "held a 12 to
9 lead at the half, and although
the Tenderfeet passed them once
during the second half, In the last
few minute* of the contest the locals turned on and were easUy pulling away as the game ended.
Jennings Jackson, former Madison High basketball and football
rcftular, played the greater part of
thTgame at back guard for Eastern. Jackson's aggressive play and
constant following of the. baU added considerable to the Little Maroons' strength.
The lineup and summary.
Eastern (28) Pos.
Tram* (»)
Hord (4)
I
SeUte 1
Quails (18)
F.».. OjfiT 6
gensley (2) ....0... Shdton 3

Eastern Orator
Many Students
Heard at Chapel
faking Music

colleges to develop the student and by its teachers, for their success is
all manner of talking to them can the surest indication that the teachnot take the place of what they do ing is done well.
themselves. - The subject which- President Donovan discusses Is a vital problem DR. FRANCIS M. ELLIOT
He correctly says that the measure
DENTIST
of a college Is the character of
teaching it has to offer and thai
college Is best that has the best Oldham Bldr.
Phone 564
teachers. Yet the college must M
judged by its graduates rather than

Kenneth Mar«h«11 and Charles'
This Is the first semester that Pettit,
who represented Eastern
Eastern has offered enough courses at the national
Eastern Yearlings Defeat
convention of the
in
music
to
enable
one
to
major
to
Transylvania TenderLeague held in Detroit
that work If one cared to. The Anti-Saloon
Wednesday, spoke at chapel
feet 28 to 22
music department has been In the last
this
morning on the work of the
old
past SLTTS^M
oid University building
buUdlng for
tor the
the- pa*
^5°^ oration
several setters butbecause of tM W^^SfftoiublSm" won
LED 12 TO 9 AT HALF
growth of the department It was SL-ir^Tlr.
second place in. tM
the national
national concon
necessary to move it into the base- test and entitled him the privilege
Eastern's little Maroons fared
ment
of
the
new
auditorium.
Two
of addressing the,- Anti-Salloon
better with the Transy Tenderfeet
rooms had been provided for class
League said that "the purpose of the
than did the Maroons with the
work, but because of the numbe. en- league Is to teach the people and
Pioneers and took a 28 to 22 derolling the three large class rooms to let the people know the truth
cision from the visiting yearlings.
have to be used. This Is the first about prohibition." Mr.Marshall Is
The-game was played as a prelimitime private lessons and special at- chairman of "The American Bond .
nary to the varsity" contest at the
tention to voice has been offered. the young peoples organization in
Madison High gymnasium last
Prof. James Van Peursem is acting the league.
night
head of the department. Miss The message of Dr. Donlvan, on
Quails, Eastern forward, was tne Ja
Brownie E. Telford gives special in- this occasion of the
last student
.
^"ST*"™?
big gun for the locals and his ac- (2)fflititU».:
• Transylvania — Robblns (4), structions in piano, while Miss assembly in the old college chapel
curate shcotlng accounted for 18 of
Maurine
gives special
viaunne Bronston
uroaaum giroa
°i™~ ■in- he reviewed some of the things that
the Little Maroons' 28 points. He
structions
In
voice.
Mr.
Sidney j^ occurred In the chapel during
hit the hoops from all angles at all
Orlffith has charge of the. school the past
pagt 60
go years from the time it
Kentucky.
O
band and Instructions In that de- was Central University up to the
partment. In addition to the three present, concluded the program.
MISS SCHNIEB IN
GLYNDON BARBER
Dr. Donovan spoke of Chancellor
class rooms In use in the rear baseSWITZERLAND
ment of the auditorium, six private Breck and his faculty and of ChanSHOP
Miss Anna Schnleb, of Teachers practice rooms are being used full cellor Blanton and said: "If the
CoUege. who is now In Europe time.
student body of the past 24 years
studying at Vienna, Austria^ has
has as many distinguished men as
For Wind Blown Bobs
written friends in Richmond that
the student body of old Central
she spent part of her Christmas vaUnivesjjty, there will be thousands
cation at the home of Anton Lang,
of distinguished men In Kentucky
Oberammergau. Switzerland- Miss
during the 40's, 60's and 60's of the
century in which we live."
Schnleb writes: "I spent P"* of my
DR. T. J. TURLEY
Christmas vacation »t this beautiful Dr. J. T. Dorris, member of the He spoke of the growth of Eastplace. It is truly a bit of heaven department of social science of ern and of the part that Eastern's
DENTIST '
on earth. I lived in the Anton Lang Eastern, has recently had an article presidents, Dr. Roark, Dr. Crabbe
home. It is a most unusual family
and Dr. Coates, had bad in it and
Phone 200
Madison Bank Bldg. and I feel as if I had received a published by the Oregon Historical said that the thing which made the J
Quarterly
Magazine.
His
article
benediction."
.. dealt with the "Federal Aid to Ore- college great was the faculty whose
one aim was to serve the youth who
gon Trail Prior to I860." He has came here.
summarized In a very Interesting
O
way all of the events leading up to
the Lewis and Clark exploring expedition and with the intervening
events up to the time Oregon was
THE
allowed territorial government. Dr.
Dorris is primarly Interested in that
period of American history from
(The Lexington Herald)
the close of the Civil War to about
Dr. H. L Donovan, president of |
1875 or 1880. He has done exten- the Eastern State Teachers College,
sive research work over this period views optimistically the changing in
and Is now preparing a history on teaching methods and conceptions, i
The Mbrary as a place to hide \
same.
O
books gives way to the reading
MEET YOUR FRIENDS HERE
room. Canned lectures In no way
supplementing textbooks are supplanted by the Intelligent direction
of study, and laboratories become
an actual place of research and exploration.
The library committee has been The best method of instruction,
working for more than a semester Dr. Donovan suggests, should proon the "Kentucky Room" of the li- vide full activity for the student.
brary. A small room has been set Indeed, the fact that so many have
aside in one section of the library added to the world's knowledge aftwhere it Is hoped to make a rather er gaining their own early lessons
completed collection of all Ken- from limited opportunities shows
tucky books, both about Kentucky clearly that the result of education
and by Kentucky writers. The may not be Judged by the size of
room contains some two hundred the library, the equipment of the
volumes already and it is believed laboratory or the furnishings of the
LET RICHARDSON'S SHOE SERVICE BE FIRST
that several hundred books will be classrooms.
added within the next few months. A Lincoln, traveling miles to borrow one book, an Edison experi.
"-—O
—
menting in a train compartment, a
Franklin with a kite, a Ford In a
SPORT JABS
mechanic shop—they were students.
By JD3
The colleges and the universities
Several of the new students, as give to the student of today far
well as some two or three old ones, greater opportunity than that enstill insist on wearing their hign Joyed by many who achieved greatschool letters, it seems. Attention ly.
STANIFER'S
BLDG.
has been called to this matter sev- The man of today who renders
SECOND STREET
eral times during th» past Mmester service and who accomplishes much
but some seem to know nothing of In most instances finds his opporwhat Is talked about, or care less. tunity to learn within the colleges
Last year the student body voted to or universities. It is the duty of the
prohibit the wearing of any letter
on the campus other than an E.
DR. RUSSELL I. TODD
Now let's see If we can't live up to
THE
the decision.
DENTIST
From the make-up of the crowd
at the ball game over at Berea Hi Phone 73
Richmond, Ky.
a few nights ago when Carr creek
played there one might have
IS THE PLACE FOR EASTERN STUDENTS
thought our own Maroons were
playing, since half of the crowd was
TO FIND A
composed of Richmond and Eastern
fans. Well, for that, Richmond and
Eastern are the original Carr Creek
rooters and backers.

"S&n&U: ^versity of

Dr. Dorris Writes
On Oregon Trail

Donovan Talks
on Opportunity

WELCOME STUDENTS

< \

We Are Now Showing Especially
Attractive Lines of
^r

\

v

COSMETIC AND TOILET GOODS
■

■«.

Silk Underwear, Sport and Dress
Hose, Ready-to-Wear and Accesories
Will be pleased to serve you.
Prices Lowest

Quality Best

THE ELITE SHOP
FIX-RITE DRY CLEANERS
IRVINE ^STREET

PHONE 1119

' *l

Special Attention to Students

PARKETTE

ONE DAY SERVICE

The Home Of Good Eats

Kentucky Room
In Library

We Call For and Deliver

WHENEVER YOU THINK OF

CANFIELD TAXI

SHOE RE-BUILDING

Closed Cars—-Careful and
courteous drivers.
PHONE 700

RICHARDSON'S SHOE SERVICE

MARGARET BURNAM SHOP

ACROSS FROM COURT HOUSE

•

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING
•

HERBERT HORTON, School Agent
. -

PHONE 434
»

EAST MAIN STREET

.

. '•

RICHMOND, KY.

Come Down to See Our New Spring
Stock in

DRESSES, COATS AND HATS
CLOSING OUT OUR WINTER STOCK AT
REDUCED PRICES.

B. E. BELUE COMPANY
SOPER BUILDING—1—;—

..;"

:.

WATCH

COSTUME

JEWELRY

MAIN STREET

50c
50c Woodbury's Face Cream
39c
25c
26c Woodbury's Face Cream
19c
25c
25c Woodbury's Facial Soap
19c
50c
$1.00 Coty's Face Powder
89c
50c
65c Ponds Face Creams Jars
59c
50c
55c Ponds Cream
29c
25c
$1.00 Size Listerine
89c
25c
Ponds
Cream
Tubes
You talk about a rough, free-for-

The basketball game with Transy
a few nights ago was something of
a nightmare. Your scribe had to
ride the old mare all night because
he couldn't sleep. About the only
redeeming point about the game
was the fact that the Maroons hit
eleven free throws out of twelve
tries.

all and anything else you want to
call it, that Western game at Bowling Green was about the best sample of same that I have seen in recent years. Only for "Big Ben" Adams we might have been left out In
the cold. I haven't been able yet to
figure the whole thing. It appears
that the Maroons trailed till the
last twenty seconds before knotting
the score Just to show the customers that they could play ball. Then
Hughes' boys showed the Western
boys and their backers more basketball In those five minutes than
they did In forty before.

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

*

JEWELER
AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
A SPECIALTY

RICHMOND, KY.

Eastern Students are always Welcomed

New Line of $16.00 DressesHose Hats and other Collegiate
clothes for co-eds.

SECOND ST.

L E. LANE

EAST MAIN STREET

Say, you talk about showing some
one MMMttSt the Maroons surely
did show the Western lads plenty
here a Tew nights ago. Showed 'em
was about right, 'cause the Hilltoppers didn't get hold of the ball
enough to tee If they could play.
AU the boys were driving and how
they did drive. Nothing could have
stopped them. Believe me, tU» reserves showed the visitors that they
are good for something besides
warming the bench. They stopped
into their brothers' shoes and put
up four points before time was
called.

■

Size Listerine
Size Listerine
Listerine Tooth Paste
I pan a Tooth Paste
Pepsodent Tooth Paste
Pebeco Tooth Paste _.
Packers Tar Soap
.—19c

STOCKTON'S DRUG STORE

\

Photographs
STUDENTS ONLY—
3 photographs in beautiful folders and the picture for the Milestone
all for five dollars—
or—one large photograph in colors in handsome folder and the Milestone picture for $3.50—
J

or—same in easel frame for five dollars.
or—the picture for the Milestone only for $1.50.
- All work is guaranteed to please you—

OPERA HOUSE

no charge for re-settings.

MATINEE — NITE

We also make stamp photos «TS0 cents per dozen, and give one day service
on KODAK FINISHING.

MOVIETONE
VTTAPHONE
Pictures

The McGaughey Studio
*•

,

_39c
_19c
.19c
_39c
_39c
,42c
_19c

:

:

;
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